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B“OH! WHAT BEAUTIFUL TAPS”
That’s what everyone says directly they see

the new Methven Streamline, and yet the
average New Zealander has been educated with
the idea that the more people who competed for
his trade the better off he was. Like a good
many ideas it has several sides, and they all show
themselves clearly in the Tap business. - There
are Taps which prefer to compete,largely on a
price basis, believing that the public is more
interested in the price they pay than the value
they get.

On the other hand, Methven’s believe differ-
ently, and those who have , installed the Methven
Streamline Pattern Taps have a satisfied feeling
which they get from actual experience, and be-
cause they realise the integrity of the maker is
a priceless ingredient safeguarding their interest.

So which is the bettera Tap that thinks
the buyer has no better, judgment than his cheque
book, or a Tap like the Methven Streamline
which credits the buyer with the instinct for
Quality and the sense to find out true economy.

The quality, design, and efficiency of the
Methven Streamline Pattern Taps cannot be
imitated. Nothing quite like them for . value and
satisfaction is obtainable. There is no such thing
as imitating this service, and satisfaction and
these fundamentals of service and value prove
themselves, “in the long run.” They form the

foundation upon which the splendid reputation
of Methven Streamline Taps has been built up,-

The illustrations of the Streamline Patterns
show a Globe Tap with a round full body and
a boldly designed Pillar Tap. These patterns
are used on Lavatory Basins and Baths. The
Bib Tap is for universal use, whilst the Filter
attachment gives to the elegance of design a
service of distinct value. This attachment serves
a double utility purpose : It strains the water of
gritty and vegetable matter, whilst at the same
time breaking the force of the flow to prevent
splashing. Here, then, is the very acme of
perfection, an easily cleaned, smooth surfaced
neat tap, handsomely electroplated, combining
practical utility and efficiency with an elegance
that surpasses in style.

" The Methven Streamline Taps are made to
suit the Wellington regulations. Solidly con-
structed, with that neat and elegant appearance
and practical utility that the housewife looks for.
There are no corners to catch dirt or grit.' The
bonnet on4 the body of the Tap may be screwed
off by hand. Handsomely electroplated, the
various designs, whether fitted over kitchen sink,
the lavatory basin, or the bath—no matter where

the improvement is distinct and gratifying.
For the convenience •of stockists, the hot and
cold discs are interchangeable. 1

Methvcn's Specialties are featured by all leading Architects, and may be
obtained from all dependable Ironmongers and Plumbers throughout NX
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